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Interview with Dr. Chapman
by Anne Peterson

Dr. Margaret Chapman, Dr. Arun Elhance, and Dr. John Wenum collaborated their skills and talents to create a book entitled Mitsubishi Motors in Illinois: Global Strategies that explores the economic and political impact of Diamond Star Motors upon the Bloomington/Normal area.

Diamond Star Motors initially began as a joint venture between Mitsubishi Motors Company and Chrysler Corporation. With an amenable incentive package offered from the State of Illinois, Mitsubishi began assembling automobiles. "Mitsubishi's production methods have won Car and Driver magazine awards," commented Dr. Chapman. "They have a reputation of being popular, high quality, and reasonably priced automobiles."

Chapman and Elhance designed and administered several different surveys to both the employees and employers of Diamond Star and began to create a picture of how the company operated in relation to its community.

The results of Wenum's study exposed many of the common political and economic backlashes of Mitsubishi's and Chrysler's joint venture. One of the main criticisms regarding the nature of the state's incentive package to attract Mitsubishi to establish their plant in Central Illinois centered around the use of incentives to attract foreign firms to the state. "They are allowed to compete with a subsidy that is not available to local firms," said Chapman. Moreover, since Mitsubishi has a proclivity to access external suppliers, many critics argued that national suppliers would not be accessed by Mitsubishi because they would ship their native products over from Japan.

This, however, did not emerge as a viable option for the firm because of their reliance on just-in-time (JIT) production methods. They needed suppliers to be close enough to arrange a shipment to arrive at least once a day in order to maintain enough inventory for two shifts. Although the incentive package offered by the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs was successful at state level, the department was completely restructured by the following election. Illinois
voters apparently felt that the State should not offer incentives to foreigners that could potentially undermine other state industries, and hence there is now a strategic shift from this kind of prospecting.

Chapman and Elhance discovered that Diamond Star's suppliers are dispersed throughout the Midwest, although this is not what Diamond Star's own literature suggested. Diamond Star's existing suppliers are dispersed through Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, and have also indirectly benefitted from the Illinois Incentive Package. "They are free riders on the program because they do not contribute anything to the monetary incentive Illinois offered to attract the plant in the first place, and yet have gained new business from the joint venture," said Chapman.

Moreover, the surveys that Elhance and Chapman designed suggest that Diamond Star did not prefer business with Japanese suppliers. One of the other main reasons Mitsubishi has developed a driving reliance on local (within the U.S.) sourcing is due to the depreciation of the U.S. dollar. Importing engines to Bloomington/Normal simply became more expensive.

American suppliers, however, had problems with quality and punctuality with JIT production methods. "American suppliers voluntarily did not renew their contract, as they viewed Mitsubishi's high standards as unreasonable," said Chapman. Consequently, Japanese suppliers were taking away business from American products because of their reliability. American suppliers eventually learned how to meet Mitsubishi's high quality standards and production times through educational programs taught by Japanese auto suppliers. "It wasn't a case of the Japanese not wanting to use the current supplier base, but that it fell short in many ways," Chapman commented. It was apparent that American suppliers had learned something from their Japanese partners when Mitsubishi began producing two different cars and shifted their supply demands to American suppliers.

The advent of Diamond Star in the community also added another 400-500 new jobs to the Bloomington/Normal area. The labor force, however, is much more dispersed through Central Illinois due to the fairly high priced housing market in Bloomington/Normal. "An interesting finding was that female heads of households were more likely to move to outlying communities, as the value of their time was greater"; said Chapman. "They needed to be close to the plant, and chose to live in the outlying towns of Carlock, Heyworth, and Hudson, where the housing is more affordable." Consequently about 50% of the employees of Diamond Star commute into the plant from Central Illinois.

A survey that measured the employees' attitudes towards Diamond Star elicited a variety of responses. "The areas that scored the highest were the advanced levels of technology, quality, and the working relations between natives and Japanese colleagues," Chapman said. "Wages, management, and opportunities for advancement generated mediocre scores".

The community's perception of Diamond Star seems to have improved with time. "At first there was an unsubstantiated fear that Diamond Star was responsible for the 1988-89 drought because of their excessive use of the city's water supply," Chapman laughed. "That was definitely not the source of the problem." Others were concerned that there would be greater congestion in the schools, but in fact there were not many new students introduced into the school system due to the opening of Diamond Star. "Companies like State Farm have brought more families into the
community and school system by far then Diamond Star," said Chapman.

Chapman, Elhance, and Wenum found from their research that "Diamond Star was much more open than we expected," said Chapman. They were the only research team to have direct access to the labor force, given a list of auto suppliers. Other teams that wanted to accrue data were forced to use secondary data.

Putting the book together encompassed more than six years of research. Chapman enjoyed conceptualizing and the act of writing the book. "Compiling all the data and reading the scratchy surveys and putting them into spreadsheets left something to be desired," Chapman recalled with a smile.